PVIWC Specialty Show Results
March 30-31, 2003

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES
Irish Wolfhounds
Judge: Mrs. Marie V. Huffman

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. OPEN CLASS A


NQ O282 AEDNAT OF EAGLE. HM80604906. 11/12/98.breeder: Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Goliath - Ch. Aednait of Eagle. owner: Tom & Susan Hertz.


Awards: O280 First _____ Second _____ Third _____ Fourth

Score: 189 _____ _____ _____ _____

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. NOVICE CLASS B


NQ O276 CH. KELLCASTLE STARKEEPER VANILLA, JC. HM769876/06. 05/19/98.breeder: Anne & Allen Prill. By Ch. Moloney's Andre' - Ch. Kellcastle's Tartan-N-Tweed. owner: Jocelyne Gagne.


Awards: O274 First _____ Second _____ Third _____ Fourth

Score: 188 _____ _____ _____ _____
IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. NOVICE CLASS A


NQ O272 TALIESIN'S LEIGHEAS. HM902949/07. 05/27/00.breeder: Donna & David Smith & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Donna's Dream von der Oelmuhle - Ch. Taliesin's Lasair of Eagle. owner: Tracey O'Connor and Ben Dwyer.

1 O167 BLAIR'S PROPHET. HM994066/06. 01/27/02.breeder: Cecilia B. Hoffman & Bryan A. Connor. By Ch. Rysheron’s Adonis - Redtops Blair Vixon. owner: Thomas & Susan Hertz.

NQ O169 DYLAN O'ROS. HM938116/05. 01/25/01.breeder: Robert J. Brehl & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Diarmaid O'Ros - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Jodie Jeweler and Robert J. Brehl.


Awards: O167 First O268 Second O169 Third ______ Fourth ______

Score: 194 ______ ______ ______ ______

Highest Scoring Irish Wolfhound in Regular Classes: O167

---

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. PRE-NOVICE CLASS

1 O268 KARONTARA KELLAMORE DALLARA. HN006145/05. 01/06/02.breeder: Jocelyne Gagne, Karon Volk, Pam Hendrickson. By Ch. Houndhill Parill of Eagle - Starkeeper Cuhaven Binseen. owner: Joanne Buehner Brown and Karen Volk.

Awards: O268 First ______ Second ______ Third ______ Fourth ______

Score: 124 ______ ______ ______ ______

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs

2 5 STARKEEPER LIAM ARD LAISLINN. owner: Jocelyne Gagne and L. Hopf.

7 LIMERICK O’ROS. owner: Jodie Jeweler and Robert Brehl.

9 O’LUGH’S KAHLUA & CREAM. owner: Andrea Bell Dormady and Michael Dormady.

4 11 ENTERPRISE CUINN OF EAGLE. owner: Jim & Deb Koenig.

Ab 13 ERINWOOD MADRID. owner: Pamela & James Paloma.

15 ARMAITIU MOHR SEANAN DAIRE. owner: Debby & Sane Moore and E.A. Bono.

3 17 EOIN PAIDRAIG O’ROS. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.

1 19 LIAM MYRICA OF EAGLE. owner: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd and Sam Houston McDonald.
IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs
2  21  CUHAVEN STARGAZEN LUCAS. owner: Herman & Cheryl Velasco and P. Henderson.
Ab  23  DEMAGE AIDEN AT SYLVERWOLF. owner: Sylvia Tamm.
1  25  BLADE OF FIRST AVENUE. owner: Patty Newgard and Jacqueline Carswell.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. 12 to 15 Months Dogs
4  31  KARONTARA CUHAVEN DEBONAIR. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne &
        Karen Paterson.
1  43  BLAIR'S INCANTATION. owner: C. B. Hoffman and B.A. Conner.
3  49  KARONTARA STARKEEPER DYLAN. owner: John E. Fitzgerald and J. Gagne & K. Volk.
2  55  KELLCASTLE JONCARRA TREVAN. owner: Barbara K. Kunkel and Margaret Carty &
        Anne Spalding Prill.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. 15 to 18 Months Dogs
3  29  CARRICKANEENAULTACH. owner: Eileen M. & Eileen B. Flanagan.
4  33  KELLYKERRY RINN OF EAGLE. owner: Dane Emerson St Clair and Audrey E. St Clair.
Ab  35  ST. LEGER KORO. owner: B. Berne Smith.
2  39  R NOBLE ARON. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland.
41  ST. LEGER OSTRYA. owner: Sheila J. Martin.
1  45  ERINWOOD FELIZ NAVIDAD. owner: Pam & Jim Paloma.
47  FORTUNE RACE FINN-SHANNON. owner: Sam & Linda Ross and Pamela Paloma.
57  ST. LEGER BLACK DIAMOND CONRY. owner: Rhonda Mann and Deb Kidwell.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches
3  6  STARKEEPER GLENAMADDA REALTAN. owner: Jocelyne Gagne and M. Kopent.
1  8  O'LUGH'S PARTING OF THE SEA. owner: Andrea Bell Dormady and Mike Dormady.
Ab 10  O'LUGH MULLING GOSPELS. owner: Jo D. Wallace Burnham.
12  O'LUGH BLACKWATER BOANN. owner: Donna Sula and Jennifer Sula.
4  14  ERINWOOD AMELIA. owner: Jeff Cline and Rick Devor.
Ab 16  KILLYKEEN DOROTHY. owner: Carolyn M. Smith and Eugene M. Smith.
2  18  KELLYKERRY REANNA OF EAGLE. owner: Glenn H. Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III.
20  ERINWOOD MOHR'S CEARA. owner: Debby & Shane Moore.
22  COLLEEN O'ROS. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.
24  DUBH'S LINN O'ROS. owner: Robert & Denise Harris.
26  CAOIMHE BRIANA KAVANAGH O'ROS. owner: Van Morfit and Susan Morfit & Robert J.
        Brehl.
Ab 28  ARMAITIU SEAMAR. owner: Elizabeth A. Bono.
Ab 30  ARMAITIU BRISGEAN. owner: Elizabeth A. Bono.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches
32  CUHAVEN STARKEEPER CAMEO. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne.
34  STARKEEPER CUHAVEN MORGAN. owner: Pamela Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne.
2  36  ARAN'S ARDARRA OF EAGLE. owner: Margaret LaRosa and Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd.
4  38  OAKLYN'S ST. GEILEIS OF ERIN. owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.
1  40  VICE VERSA AERIE OF EAGLE. owner: M. Jeanette Luther and Amy Benjamin.
3  44  BILBERNIE LAISLINN FIONA. owner: Lani Hopf and J. Gagne.
IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. 12 to 15 Months Bitches

4 52 KARONTARA STARKEEPER CUHAVEN D. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne & Karon Paterson.

2 60 ERINWOOD'S QUEEN OF CARTIER. owner: Judith R. Hartley.

66 RYSHERON'S DJINN AT BLAIR. owner: Cecilia B. Hoffman and Bryan A. Conner.

1 84 CYPRESS BAY MYRICA PHATE EAGLE. owner: Debra L. Thornton and Sam Houston McDonald.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. 15 to 18 Months Bitches


50 CARRICKANEENA UISCE BEATHA. owner: Eileen M. & Eileen B Flanagan.

Ab 54 ST. LEGER SHINEA. owner: B. Berne Smith.

Ab 56 ST. LEGER TAKE'. owner: B. Berne Smith.

3 62 STONEYBROOK KAILIONN OF AVALON. owner: Kathleen C. Cummings.

4 70 PRYDAIN CANAIR OF KARN. owner: Kathy Edwards.

74 R NOBLE ALAINN NORA. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland.

76 SHERWOODS KINDRED KNIGHTNSONG. owner: Florence Prawel.

78 R NOBLE ALANA OF KELLYKERRY. owner: Glenn H. Myer.

1 80 ERINWOOD SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS. owner: Samantha Swann.

98 R NOBLE TOBI-TOR AMAZN GRACE. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland.

Best in Sweepstakes____19______ Best of Opposite to Best in Sweeps ____8__

CLASS ENTRIES
Irish Wolfhounds
Judge: Ms. Els Swelheim-Kruisinga

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs.


7 LIMERICK O'ROS. HP029148/05. 08/30/02. breeder: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Kellykerry; Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Jodie Jeweler and Robert Brehl.

9 O'LUGH'S KAHHLA & CREAM. HN004417/01. 07/18/02. breeder: owner. By Ch. O'Lugh Book of Kells - Ch. Demage Malibu O'Lugh. owner: Andrea Bell Dormady and Michael Dormady.

11 ENTERPRISE CUINN OF EAGLE. HN011762/01. 07/30/02. breeder: Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Hound Hill Parill of Eagle - Caitilin of Eagle. owner: Jim & Deb Koenig.


4 17 EOIN PAIDRAIG O'ROS. HP02914804. 08/30/02. breeder: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.
1 19 LIAM MYRICA OF EAGLE. HN010327/01. 08/07/02. breeder: Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd. By Ch. Maximillian Fionnmae - Lile Blrbac of Eagle. owner: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd and Sam Houston McDonald.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 12 to 18 Months Dogs.

3 31 KARONTARA CUHAVEN DEBONAIR. HN006145/02. 01/06/02. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne, Karon Paterson & Pamela Hendrickson. By Ch. Hound Hill Parill of Eagle - Starkeeper Cuhaven Binseen. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne & Karon Paterson.

33 KELLYKERRY RINN OF EAGLE. HP005732/01. 12/03/01. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Kellykerry Becca of Eagle. owner: Dane Emerson St Clair and Audrey E. St Clair.


4 41 ST. LEGER OSTRYA. HM986246/02. 11/16/01. breeder: Barbara B. Smith. By St. Leger Capone - St. Leger Lucinda. owner: Sheila J. Martin.


47 FORTUNE RACE FINN-SHANNON. HN012830-01. 10/30/01. breeder: Andrea Grzelachowski. By Gilgan Von Der Oelmuhle - Xiara Von Der Oelmuhle. owner: Sam & Linda Ross and Pamela Paloma.


51 SHANACHIE'S HIGHLANDER SKYE. HM985146/07. 10/30/01. breeder: Donna Monahan & Donna DiStefano. By Wolfhaven Soul Man - Sherwood's Kindred Knghtingale. owner: Donna Monahan.

53 MIOL-CHU MAGHNUS OF EAGLE. HM982455/03. 10/07/01. breeder: Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Karryarc Ronan of Eagle - Ch. Riverlawn Mag Iomaire of Eagle. owner: Michele A. MacGorman.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>ST. LEGER BLACK DIAMOND CONRY. HM986249/01. 11/16/01. breeder: Barbara Berne Smith. By St. Leger Capone - St. Leger Black Opal. owner: Rhonda Mann and Deb Kidwell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Novice Dogs.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Bred-by-Exhibitor Dogs.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>REDITOPS TOP O'THE MORNIN. HM971296/02. 08/02/01. breeder: Rosemary E. Wortman. By Ch. Redtops Phantom of The Opera - Can Ch. Greymist Mayhem. owner: Susan &amp; Bill Turczyn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. American-Bred Dogs.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>TALIESIN'S LUAIUCHT. HM847989/03. 07/16/99. breeder: Donna &amp; David Smith. By Ch. Xanux von der Oehmuhle - Ch. Taliesin's Leas of Eagle. owner: Ben Dwyer and Tracey O'Conner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>MALONEY'S KINSALE OF ERIN, TD. HM960955/02. 05/27/01. breeder: Michael O. Moloney. By Ch. Moloney's Andre - Ch. Moloney's Rosey. owner: Robert &amp; Estelle Flynn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

95 BLAIR'S AIRGEAD RUA. HM937605/02. 01/26/01. breeder: Bryan A. Conner & Cecilia Hoffman. By Ch. Redtops British Sterling - Blair's Copper. owner: George H. Luther and M. Jeanette Luther & Cecilia B. Hoffman.


99 ARMAITIU MOHR PRESLY OF EAGLE. HM96959101. 05/12/01. breeder: Elizabeth Bono & Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd. By Kerryarc Ronan of Eagle - Armaitiu Zsa Zsa of Eagle. owner: Debby & Shane Moore and E.A. Bono.

101 RORY CIARAN O'ROS. HM93811604. 01/25/01. breeder: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Diarmaid O'Ros - Kellykerry Aine of Eagle. owner: M. Joseph O'Leary and Robt Brehl.

103 DONNCHADIT O'ROS. HM938116/03. 01/25/01. breeder: Robert J. Brehl & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Diarmaid O'Ros - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Denise & David Harris and Robert J. Brehl.


4 105 TALIESIN'S LUCAS RUADHAN. HM90294902. 05/27/00. breeder: Donna & David Smith & Samuel Ewing III. By Donna's Dream von der Oelmuhle - Ch. Taliesin's Lasair of Eagle. owner: Cynthia Ledbetter.

1 107 CAIRBRE MUSC OF EAGLE. HM902416/01. 01/23/00. breeder: owner. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Ch. Pitlochry's Carmen. owner: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Open Dogs.


117 CARNASSERIE JERICHO. HM826140/01. 01/12/99. breeder: Jacqueline Carswell. By Quincy of Kilmara - Greycastle Carnasserie Grace. owner: Jacqueline & Morgan Carswell.


121 KELLAMORE QUINN. HM928731/08. 10/06/00. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne & Joanne Buehner-Brown, DVM. By Ch. Kellamore Finn MacCuhal, CD - Starkeeper Kellamore Viva, CD, NA, NAJ. owner: Sharon D. Humphrey and Joanne Buehner-Brown, DVM.

123 CARRICKANEENA DEARG MAC LOGAN. HM923910/06. 08/04/00. breeder: Carol Paepke. By Ch. Carrickaneena Logan O'Cu - Ch. Athcarne Keady. owner: John & Maureen English and Eileen M. & Eileen B. Flanagan.


Winners Dog__117____ Reserve___107____ Points________ Dogs________

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches.


1  8  O'LUGH'S PARTING OF THE SEA. HN004405/02. 07/19/02. breeder: owner. By Ch. O'Lugh Vintage Merlot - Ch. O'Lugh's Touched By An Angel. owner: Andrea Bell Dormady and Mike Dormady.

Ab 10  O'LUGH MULLING GOSPELS. HN004417/02. 07/18/02. breeder: Michael & Andrea Dormady. By Ch. O'Lugh Book of Kells - Ch. Demage Malibu O'Lugh. owner: J. D. Wallace Burnham.

12  O'LUGH BLACKWATER BOANN. HN004405/03. 07/19/02. breeder: Andrea Bell Dormady & Michael Dormady. By Ch. O'Lugh Vintage Merlot - Ch. O'Lugh's Touched By An Angel. owner: Donna Sula and Jennifer Sula.

14  ERINWOOD AMELIA. HN007378/02. 08/15/02. breeder: Pamela Paloma & James Paloma. By Erinwood Enrique at Berwyck - Ch. Erinwood Opera. owner: Jeff Cline and Rick Devor.


4  18  KELLYKERRY REANNA OF EAGLE. HP036637/01. 09/13/02. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Kellykerry Becca of Eagle. owner: Glenn H. Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III.


24  DUBH'S LINN O'ROS. HP02914802. 08/30/02. breeder: Robert J. Brehl & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Robert & Denise Harris.

3  26  CAOIMHE BRIANA KAVANAGH O'ROS. HP029148/03. 08/30/02. breeder: Robert J. Brehl & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Van Morfit and Susan Morfit & Robert J. Brehl.

Ab 28  ARMAITIU SEAMAR. HM008732/01. 09/09/02. breeder: owner. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - ArMaitiu Xoxa of Eagle. owner: Elizabeth A. Bono.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches.

32  CUHAVEN STARKEEPER CAMEO. HP016069/05. 06/09/02. breeder: Pamela J. Hendrickson & Jocelyne Gagne. By Hound Hill Parill of Eagle - Ch. Starkeeper Dreamer Demasque. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne.


2  36  ARAN'S ARDARRA OF EAGLE. HN006881/01. 06/16/02. breeder: Sharon Gilb & Samuel Evans Ewing. 3rd. By Ch. Leander von der Oelmuhle - Ai Arduallach of Eagle. owner: Margaret LaRosa and Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd.

3  38  OAKLYN'S ST. GEILEIS OF ERIN. HN005645/02. 06/14/02. breeder: Barbara & Gary Hoffman & Edward Peter McLaughlin. By Ch. Kellcastle Rum Raisin SC - Ch. Maud-Dib of Oaklyn. owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.

1  40  VICE VERSA AERIE OF EAGLE. HP01570601. 04/15/02. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin. By Ch. Leander von der Oelmuhle - Ch. Viceregal Aerie of Eagle. owner: M. Jeanette Luther and Amy Benjamin.
Ab 42  CALORIEN VALAERIE OF EAGLE. HN004541/03. 05/23/02. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin. By Ch. Maximilian Fionnae - Vicereine Aerie of Eagle. owner: Judith Callender and Amy Benjamin.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Puppy, 12 to 18 Months Bitches.

46  ST LEGER CEILI ROIS OF TOWER HILL. HM986246/03. 11/16/01. breeder: Barbara B. Smith. By St. Leger Capone - St. Leger Lucinda. owner: John J. Peyton.


52  KARONTARA STARKEEPER CUHAVEN D. HN006145/03. 01/06/02. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne, Karon Paterson & Pamela Hendrickso. By Ch. Hound Hill Parill of Eagle - Starkeeper Cuhaven Binseen. owner: Pam Hendrickson and Jocelyne Gagne & Karon Paterson.

4 54  ST. LEGER SHINEA. HM986249/07. 11/16/01. breeder: owner. By St. Leger Capone - St. Leger Black Opal. owner: B. Berne Smith.

Ab 56  ST. LEGER TAKE’. HM986249/05. 11/16/01. breeder: owner. By St. Leger Capone - St. Leger Black Opal. owner: B. Berne Smith.

58  KARONTARA KELLAMORE DALLARA. HN006145/05. 01/06/02. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne, Karon Volk, Pam Hendrickson. By Ch. Houndhill Parill of Eagle - Starkeeper Cuhaven Binseen. owner: Joanne Buehner Brown and Karen Volk.


66  RYSHERON’S DJINN AT BLAIR. HM991824/04. 01/09/02. breeder: Cheryl K Riggs. By Rysheron’s Conjured Soul - Blair Witch at Rysheron. owner: Cecilia B. Hoffman and Bryan A. Conner.

68  KARONTARA DARALYN MCWRIGHT. HN00614501. 01/06/02. breeder: Karon Paterson,Jocelyne Gagne & Pamela Hendrickson. By Ch. Houndhill Parill of Eagle - Starkeeper Cuhaven Binseen. owner: Samuel & Lynn Wright and Karon Paterson.

70  PRYDAIN CANAIR OF KARN. HM991765/01. 11/21/01. breeder: Kathy Edwards. By Ch. Donna's Dream Von Der Oelmuhle - Ch. Karn's Ciar Carla of Eagle. owner: Kathy Edwards.

72  SHANACHE'S NAVIGATOR. HM985146/04. 10/30/01. breeder: Donna Monahan & Donna DiStefano. By Wolfhaven Soul Man - Sherwood's Kindred Knightngale. owner: Donna Monahan.

1 74  R NOBLE ALAINN NORA. HM988323/01. 10/29/01. breeder: Joe, Kathy, Jean Roland. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. R. Noble Anam Cara. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland.

76  SHERWOODS KINDRED KNDGRSNG. HM985146/08. 10/30/01. breeder: Donna Monahan & Donna DiStefano. By Wolfhaven Soul Man - Sherwood's Kindred Knighngale. owner: Florence Prawel.


Ab 82  KARONTARA BEVIN O'TAILSTORM. HN00344001. 12/05/01. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne & Karon Volk. By Ch. BaraGwynn C'est Moi Miles - Ch. Gooseberrys Starkeeper Blossom. owner: Frances Abrams and Karon Volk.
84 CYPRESS BAY MYRICA PHATE EAGLE. HM005073/01. 01/12/02. breeder: Sam Houston McDonald/Sam Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Phelicitic Myrca of Eagle. owner: Debra L. Thornton and Sam Houston McDonald.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Novice Bitches.


94 STONEYBROOK ROWHEN OF AVALON. HM9510503. 12/19/00. breeder: Dr. Lynn M. & Judy Simon. By Stoneybrook Ruffian - Stoneybrook Scarlett. owner: Kathy C. Cummings.

96 SHERWOOD'S KINDRED ATREYA. HM97196409. 07/02/01. breeder: S. Prawel III & D. DiStefano. By Wolfhaven Soul Man - Kindred's Brenna of Sherwood. owner: Donna DiStefano.


100 RYSHERON'S SIODBHAN. HM959691/03. 07/16/01. breeder: Cheryl K. Riggs. By Ch. Rysheron's The Guardian - Blair Witch at Rysheron. owner: Cecilia B. Hoffman and Bryan A. Conner.

Ab 102 CALORIEN ARD AENGEL. HM997456/03. 04/12/01. breeder: Judith Callender & Jocelyne Gagne. By Ch. Glenamadda Rainvale Impressario - Ch. Starkeeper Calorien Eagle Quyl. owner: Judith Callender and Samuel Ewing III.

104 O'LUGH DARCY OF BLACKWATER. HM968828/06. 07/22/01. breeder: Andrea Bell Dormady & Michael Dormady. By Demage Jutteur De Sorts - O'Lugh Aelish of Rathrian. owner: Peter Conklin and Jennifer Sula.

2 106 GIGGLES AERIE OF EAGLE. HM98813101. 08/26/01. breeder: owners. By Ch. Maximilian Fionnaume - Ch. R Noble Gobnat of Eagle. owner: Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin.

1 108 RATHKEALE CELTIC SPIRIT. HM988025/02. 08/05/01. breeder: Christy Call. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Rathkeale Isolde Fionn. owner: Christy Call and Joann Croxfrod.


4 112 WOLF TONE BONNE LOUISE. HM983148/01. 07/17/01. breeder: Leif & Elisabet Janzon. By Ch. Wolf Tone Bonna of Eagle. owner: Peter Conklin and Jennifer Sula.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Bred-by-Exhibitor Bitches.


4 118 STARKEEPER CUHAVEN KARONTARA. HM885856/01. 05/14/99. breeder: J. Gagne, K. Paterson & P. Hendrickson, DVM. By Am. Ch. Ceallachan Carlo of Eagle - Am.Can Ch. Starkeeper's Cuhaven Graceland. owner: J. Gagne and K. Volk & P. Hendrickson, DVM.


122 ARAN'S AVOCA OF EAGLE. HM982456/01. 06/27/01. breeder: Margaret & Dennis LaRosa. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Aibell Gruadsolus of Eagle. owner: Margaret M. LaRosa and Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd & Linda King.

124 O'LUGH'S TIGER LILY. HM968828/01. 07/22/01. breeder: owner. By Ch. Demage Jutteur DeSorts - O'Lugh Aelish of Rathrian. owner: Andrea & Bill Bell Dormady and Michael Dormady.
126 **BLAIR'S TOUCH OF GOLD. HM937605/05.** 01/26/01. breeder: C.B. Hoffman & B.A. Conner. By Ch. Redtops British Sterling - Blair's Copper. *owner: Cecilia B. Hoffman and Bryan A. Conner.*

Ab 128 **CALORIEN STARKEEPER ANNABELLE. HM997456/04.** 04/12/01. breeder: Judith Callender & Jocelyne Gagne. By Ch. Glenamadda Rainvale Impressario - Ch. Starkeeper Calorien Eagle Quyl. *owner: Judith Callender and Samuel Ewing III.*


2 136 **ONION AERIE OF EAGLE. HM97384705.** 06/05/01. breeder: Amy Benjamin, S.E. Ewing, J. Rosner. By Ch. Pitlochry's Real Eagle - Ch. Pitlochry's Opal. *owner: Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin.*


140 **SHERWOOD'S ABRACADABRA. HM971964/01.** 07/02/01. breeder: Sherwood Prawel III & Donna DiStefano. By Wolfhaven Soul Man - Kindred's Brenna of Sherwood. *owner: Sherwood P. Prawel III.*

Ab 142 **KELLYKERRY BETSY OF EAGLE. HM822065/02.** 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle. *owner: Glenn H Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III.*


150 **BRIMSTONE MOPPET. HM978178/03.** 08/22/01. breeder: owners. By Ch. Stoneybrook Konjur - Brimstone Mattea. *owner: Loren & Laurie Morris.*

**IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. American-Bred Bitches.**

2 152 **RATHKEALE IRISH OF GLADSTONE. HM978376/02.** 08/13/01. breeder: Christy Call. By Rathkeale Call Me the Breeze - Aileen of Rathkeal. *owner: Betty & Roger Johnson.*


156 **ANSA ARMAITIU TUATHLA. HM91953712.** 08/19/00. breeder: Kim Schaffer & Bono. By ArMaitiu Xazz Ma-Tazz - Ch. ArMaitiu Stoirm of Eagle. *owner: Kim Schaffer and E. Bono.*


Ab 162 **TALIESIN'S LEIGHEAS. HM902949/07.** 05/27/00. breeder: Donna & David Smith & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Donna's Dream von der Oelmuhle - Ch. Taliesin's Lasair of Eagle. *owner: Tracey O'Connor and Ben Dwyer.*

Ab 164 **REDTOPS GREYMIST TALLEE. HM947667/01.** 07/14/01. breeder: Rosemary Wortman. By Redtops True Colours - Redtops Candle in The Wind. *owner: Susan & Bill Turczyn.*
166 BRANDYWHINE MIDA OF EAGLE. HM967658/02. 05/01/01. breeder: Anne C. Tweer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Kerryarc Ronan of Eagle - Ch. Brandy Whine's Moncha of Eagle. owner: Kathy & Joe Roland and Sam Houston McDonald.


Ab 170 BLAIR'S MISTRESS OF THE DARK. HM937605/03. 01/26/01. breeder: C.B. Hoffman & B.A. Connor. By Ch. Redtops British Sterling - Blair's Copper. owner: Cecilia B. Hoffman and Bryan A. Connor.

172 BEAG DIABHAL-AERIE OF EAGLE. HM988131/04. 08/26/01. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin. By Ch. Maximilian Fionnmae - Ch. R Noble Gobnat of Eagle. owner: M. Jeanette Luther and George H. Luther & Amy Benjamin.


Ab 178 KELLYKERRY BECCA OF EAGLE. HM822065/01. 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle. owner: Glenn H. Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III.


184 CAITLIN O'ROS. HM938116/02. 01/25/01. breeder: Robert J. Brehl & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Diarmaid O'Ros - Ch. Kellykerry Aine O'Rose of Eagle. owner: Denise & David Harris and Robert J. Brehl.

186 GARBH AERIE OF EAGLE. HM988131/02. 08/26/01. breeder: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin. By Ch. Maximilian Fionnmae - Ch. R Noble Gobnat of Eagle. owner: Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd and Sam Houston McDonald.

4 188 BRIMSTNE MAGDALENE. HM900662/01. 04/16/00. breeder: owners. By Stoneybrook Ruffian - Brimstone Sindur. owner: Laurie & Loren Morris.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Open Bitches.

190 FITZARRAN CARNASSERIE MYTH. HM947923/06. 03/21/01. breeder: Jacqueline Carswell & Betty & Wiliam Deemer. By Carnasserio Jericho - Fitzarran Carnasserie Tarah. owner: Betty & Roger Johnson.

192 FROM THE COVE ISABELLA RENEE. HM977503/02. 07/19/01. breeder: Jodie & Richard Cordell. By Kerryarc Ronan of Eagle - Cu's Emma Lou From The Cove. owner: Herman & Cheryl Velasco.


1 196 WALTZING MATILDA FROM THE COVE. HM849896/03. 05/01/99. breeder: Christy Call. By Ch. Quincy of Kilmara - Ancupla Destiny of Rathkeale. owner: Jodie Lynn Cordell.


3 200 O'LUGH BOOK OF MAELBRIGTE. HM90676003. 07/08/00. breeder: Andrea & Michael Dormady. By Ch. Bailebrae Knight Errant - Ch. Demage Malibu O'Lugh. owner: Jo D. Wallace Burnham.

KARN'S FAOILENN OF EAGLE. HM836379/01. 06/02/99. breeder: Jacqueline Karpinski & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Ch. Karn's Fand of Eagle. owner: Kathy Edwards.

ROSSLARE'S COLERAINNE ENYA. HM879067/05. 01/05/00. breeder: Jacqueline G. Nelson & Maria Theresa Gretano. By Ch. Rosslare's Quill - Ch. Bailebrae Tokyn Ana. owner: Glynis Littlewood and Maura High.

DEMAGE MOONSTRUCK MACAULAY. HM926135/01. 05/12/00. breeder: Danielle Renaud & Germain McNeil. By Demage Larie Bouledingue - Demage Potion Magique. owner: Jennifer Sula.

BLACKTHORN SILLELAGH. HM918012/01. 10/07/00. breeder: Carolyn M. Smith & Eugene M. Smith. By Ch. Killykeen Jewel - Blackthorn Hanna. owner: Carolyn M. Smith and Eugene M. Smith.


HOUND HILL HOPE OF WOLFHAVEN. HM917633-01. 01/14/00. breeder: Donna Brown, Donita Osborne & Susan Andrews. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Ch. Wolfhavens Meadows of Madness. owner: Donna Brown and Donita Osborne.


BRANDYWHINE OONA OF EAGLE. HM941206/01. 12/17/00. breeder: Cecilia Barberes & S.E. Ewing III. By Ch. Maximilian Fionnmae - Ch. Onora O'Ros of Eagle. owner: Cecilia Barberes.

LILE BHRGAC OF EAGLE. HM894302/02. 01/29/00. breeder: By Quincy of Kilmara - Ch. Limeridge Liffey of Eagle. owner: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd.

ARMAITIU XOXA OF EAGLE. HM827049/01. 02/02/99. breeder: Elizabeth A. Bono. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Ch. ArMaitiu Noinin of Eagle. owner: Elizabeth A Bono.

Winners Bitch___74____ Reserve___186_____ Points________ Bitches________

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Veteran Dogs.


CH. SINGING SWORDS MAJERLE PJ. HM518052/04. 05/16/94.breeder: Judy Yager.By Singing Swords Patrick J - Blaawood Lady Jean. owner: Pamela A. Menth.


LONNKYLE IDRUS CALYDDON. HM754312/01. 08/14/96.breeder: Lloyd Simmons.By Calyddon Tristan - Lonnkyle Deneuvre. owner: Donna S. & Joseph C. Pitt.


CH. MUIRCHEARTACH O'ROS. HM64527804. 05/01/96.breeder: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.By Ch. Calorien Rubens Fion of Eagle - Enterprise Maighread O'Ros. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.

LONGMORE'S TAILSTORM ELIOT SC. HM62945705. 03/02/96.breeder: Susanne M. Murphy & Mr. John J. Murphy.By Ch. Maruacm Enchanter - Ch. Alainn Aime of Longmore. owner: Frances Abrams and Suzanne Murphy.

GER/FIN/AM CH. XANUX VON DER OELMUHLE. HM772055/01. 02/10/95.breeder: Jurgen Roesner & Jurgen Papenfuss.By Ger. Ch. Wolf Tone John Foggerty - Pitlochry's Alison. owner: David & Donna Smith.
IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Veteran Bitches.


1 236 CH. GULLIAGH SIONNA. HM691204/01. 05/08/96. breeder: Mr. Tim Finney & Mrs. Marion Finney. By Shadow of Kilmara - Gulliagh Nadia. owner: Glynis Littlewood.

4 238 CH. RIVERLAWN MARGA OF EAGLE. HM602075/03. 06/26/95. breeder: Samuel E. Ewing III. By Meadowbrook Arrogance - Ch. Riverlawn Marta of Eagle. owner: Glenn H. Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III.

240 GRAINNE O'ROS. HM64527801. 05/01/96. breeder: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl. By Ch. Calorien Rubens Fion of Eagle - Enterprise Maighread O'Ros. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.


IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Best of Breed Competition - Dogs.


159 CH. ROSSLARE'S SANDOR. HM74534905. 01/04/98. breeder: Glynis Littlewood. By Ch. Ballyhara Rumor - Ch. Rosslare's Quinella. owner: Glynis Littlewood.

Ab 161 CH. REDTOPS PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. HM753562-05. 02/26/98. breeder: Rosemary E. & Andrew D. Wortman. By Ch. Caraglen Redtops Garth - Ch. Redtops Nor'easter. owner: Rosemary E. Wortman.
IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Best of Breed Competition - Bitches.

244 CH. NUTSTOWN GEALLTANAS OF CARRICKANEENA. HM853139/01. 01/30/98. breeder: Mr. & Mrs. John Kelly. By Fingal of Nutstown - IR Ch. Blossom of Nutstown.  owner: Eileen M. & Eileen B. Flanagan.


250 CH. KELLCASTLE STARKEEPR VANILLA, JC. HM769876/06. 05/19/98. breeder: Anne & Allen Prill. By Ch. Moloney's Andre' - Ch. Kellcastle's Tartan-N-Tweed.  owner: Jocelynne Gagne.


260 CH. KELLYKERRY AINE O'ROS OF EAGLE. HM82206503. 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle.  owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl.


264 CH. TALIESIN'S LUAS. HM847989/01. 07/16/99. breeder: David & Donna Smith. By Ger/Fin/Am. Ch. Xanux von der Oelmuhle - Ch. Taliesin's Leas of Eagle, SC.  owner: David & Donna Smith.

Best of Breed____157____  Best of Opposite Sex_256____  Best of Winners_117____

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Stud Dog.


1 163 CH. DONNA'S DREAM VON DER OELMUHLE. HM794588/01. 03/16/98. breeder: Jurgen Roesner & Jurgen Papenpuss. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Terry von der Oelmuhle.  owner: David & Donna Smith.

IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Brood Bitch.

| Ab  | 222 | ARMAITIU XOXA OF EAGLE. HM827049/01. 02/02/99. breeder: Elizabeth A. Bono & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Xecel Fionnmae - Ch. ArMaitiu Noinin of Eagle. owner: Elizabeth A Bono. |
| 260 | CH. KELLYKERRY AINE O'ROS OF EAGLE. HM82206503. 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel Evans Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle. owner: Robert J. & Deirdre M. Brehl. |
| 266 | CH. R NOBLE ANAM CARA. HM743090/01. 08/21/97. breeder: Kathy & Jean Roland. By Ch. Zebulon von der Oelmuhle - Ch. R Noble Golly Miss Molly. owner: Joe, Kathy, Jean Roland. |

**IRISH WOLFHOUNDS. Brace.**

| 142 | KELLYKERRY BETSY OF EAGLE. HM822065/02. 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle. owner: Glenn H Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III. |
| Ab  | 178 | KELLYKERRY BECCA OF EAGLE. HM822065/01. 01/18/98. breeder: Glenn H. Myer & Samuel E. Ewing III. By Ch. Pitlochry's Big Ben - Ch. Kellykerry Marsha of Eagle. owner: Glenn H. Myer and Samuel E. Ewing III. |

Best Puppy 19  Best Head 196